
THE POLITICISATION OF BRITISH PSYCHOLOGY

Notes on the text:

● In the excerpts below, I have attempted to include enough of the
documents to demonstrate the general gist. I have highlighted the
parts that I think are particularly noteworthy to allow for skim-reading.
However, all links are provided, should you wish to consider the
documents as a whole yourselves.

Re. CRT

● I have highlighted ‘anti-racism’ because it is used as per Kendi’s
definition. Kendi is quoted and referenced as recommended reading
on numerous occasions — despite the many issues with his theories.

● Again, I have highlighted BLM meaning the movement — not the
notion!

● There are numerous mentions of systemic racism, institutional racism
etc., as well as popular (but unsupported by evidence) notions such
as micro-aggressions, implicit bias etc.

● Throughout these documents, there are a number of statements that
are simply not true, or certainly require evidence to support
them — quite aside from the fact that they are built on the uncontested
notion that we are a racist society.

https://www.city-journal.org/how-to-be-an-antiracist
https://rabbitholemag.com/antiracism-is-racist/
https://newdiscourses.com/tftw-antiracism/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1745691616659391
https://osf.io/74whk/?view_only=52ffe6f7e2614d41a48317b48d2878e9


POLITICAL STATEMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE BPS

The front cover of the September issue of ‘The Psychologist’ (the
members’ magazine)

‘We are institutionally racist’: Editorial, September 2020
Our issue cover is, perhaps, more bold than the contents: little more than the latest
attempt to (re)ignite the…thepsychologist.bps.org.uk

Statement from the Division of Clinical Psychology (June 2020)

‘we () are speaking out in support of the Black Lives Matter movement’
‘we believe that we need to be committed to doing better and (…) meaningfully assert
that we are anti-racist’
‘Those of us in the white majority need to listen to and validate the feelings and
experiencesof our marginalised colleagues, whilst accepting that it is not their role to
educate us’
‘It is our task to educate ourselves, both to learn about how racism operates within our
society and our profession, and to eradicate the ways we allow racism and whiteness to
perpetuate’
‘It is now a time to reflect on how we have all, in our small ways contributed to the path
we find ourselves on. In the words of James Baldwin:“Any real change implies the
breakup of the world as one has always known it, the loss of all that gave one an
identity, the end of safety.”’
(the document also includes reference to: ‘persistent structural racism that underpins
society’, systemic racism, micro-aggressions)
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Divisions/DCP/
Black%20Lives%20Matter%252C%20George%20Floyd%E2%80%99s%20Life%20Matt
ers%20-%20Statement%20by%20the%20DCP%20Representative%20Assembly.pdf

The overall organisation ‘(BPS) Statement on Racial Injustice’:

‘The BPS stands in solidarity with all those who are feeling pain and expressing
righteous anger’

https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-33/september-2020/editorial-september-2020
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-33/september-2020/editorial-september-2020
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-33/september-2020/editorial-september-2020
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Divisions/DCP/Black%20Lives%20Matter%252C%20George%20Floyd%E2%80%99s%20Life%20Matters%20-%20Statement%20by%20the%20DCP%20Representative%20Assembly.pdf
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Divisions/DCP/Black%20Lives%20Matter%252C%20George%20Floyd%E2%80%99s%20Life%20Matters%20-%20Statement%20by%20the%20DCP%20Representative%20Assembly.pdf
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Divisions/DCP/Black%20Lives%20Matter%252C%20George%20Floyd%E2%80%99s%20Life%20Matters%20-%20Statement%20by%20the%20DCP%20Representative%20Assembly.pdf


‘It is not hard to understand the rage that results from this sense of injustice and
disempowerment’
‘ If we had not been in a lockdown, I would have had no hesitation in joining protesters
at the weekend myself.’
‘In the words of Ibram X. Kendi, “The opposite of racism isn’t “not racist” it is anti-racist”.’
‘We are striving, through the work of the diversity and inclusion taskforce and other
initiatives to build the BPS into an anti-racistand “inclusionist” organisation at every
level’
(the document also mentions systemic racism, implicit bias, institutional racism,
oppression, anti-racism):
BPS statement on racial injustice
We are striving, through the work of the diversity and inclusion taskforce and other
initiatives to build the BPS into…www.bps.org.uk

BPS news 23 July 2020

‘To be anti-racistis a radical choice in the face of history, requiring a radical reorientation
of our consciousness”. (Ibram Kendi 201’ (sic)
‘While there has been a national and international focus on the impact of Covid-19 on
Black Asian and Minority Ethnic people (BAME) and the possible reasons for this, the
DCP group shows that this cannot be separated from the wider issues around stigma,
discrimination, and racism.’
‘“The whole purpose of this is to mobilise people in institutions, including our own, to
create change.’
‘We in the BPS seriously need to consider what part we have played in keeping the
status quo, what we can do individually and collectively in our roles in organisations and
institutions to open our eyes, understand, validate, apologise,forgive and work towards
change and being stronger together.”’
"To be anti- racist is a radical choice...
We in the BPS seriously need to consider what part we have played in keeping the
status quo, what we can do…www.bps.org.uk

Division of Clinical Psychology ‘Power Threat Meaning Framework
Subcommittee’ public letter:

‘We would agree with the quote by James Baldwin you include in your statement:“Any
real change implies the breakup of the world as one has always known it, the loss of all
that gave one an identity, the end of safety.”’

https://www.bps.org.uk/news-and-policy/bps-statement-racial-injustice
https://www.bps.org.uk/news-and-policy/bps-statement-racial-injustice
https://www.bps.org.uk/news-and-policy/bps-statement-racial-injustice
http://www.bps.org.uk
https://www.bps.org.uk/news-and-policy/be-anti-racist-radical-choice%E2%80%A6
https://www.bps.org.uk/news-and-policy/be-anti-racist-radical-choice%E2%80%A6
https://www.bps.org.uk/news-and-policy/be-anti-racist-radical-choice%E2%80%A6


‘Within the profession and practice of Psychology in the UK there are many areas that
have long been identified as requiring urgent attention : the whitewashed Eurocentric
psychology curriculum at undergraduate and post graduatelevel; the unequal access to
allied professional post graduate training courses; the power processes of white
privilege within psychology professions; and the processes of white power and privilege
within the BPS itself .’
‘We cannot therefore feel any comfort that our subcommittee is still largely made up of
people of white heritage.’
(we are) ‘adding Anti-racist resources, articles, podcasts blogs and writings on the BPS
PTMF website as an ongoing resource for both ‘unlearning’ and re learning.’
‘As a BPS DCP subcommittee we are very aware of the public profile of Psychology in
the UK and that the BPS has both the responsibility and the opportunity to speak out
loudly and clearly on this matter.’
‘’What we feel is urgently needed from the BPS is a public statement that establishes
with certainty that the BPS condemns racial violence, racial profiling and racial injustices
in Britain and globally and that the BPS : acknowledges the need for action and
accountability to tackle white privilegewithin the BPS and Psychology profession’

‘To promote racial equality through:
-urgently working with Universities to decolonise the whitewashed Eurocentric
Undergraduate and Post graduate Psychology curriculum.This should include critical
awareness about the use of decontextualized, individualising and pathologising
language, both psychological (eg ‘Abnormal Psychology’) and psychiatric.
-urgently working with the BPS Divisions to decoloniseAllied Professional Psychology
Training Courses, noting issues of content and language, and addressing white
privilegewithin selection procedures
-ensuring Black Psychologists are present at all levels of the BPS — on the Board,
Executive committees, on all committees, special interest groups, sub committees and
working groups.
-urgently working to address white privilegewithin Psychology professions, actively
promoting the voices of Black Psychologists and BAME Psychologists within
Psychology and all Psychology professions’
‘The BPS and DCP are in a position of leadership to make a difference to this now. We
strongly urge that a public statement from the BPS, press released and kept on the front
of the BPS website, would begin this public commitment to addressing racism within the
Psychology and the BPS that is so urgently required. This statement could link to an
ongoing window for Black Lives Matter/Anti-racistpractice on the public front page of the
BPS websitewith access to position papers, articles and resources, updates on changes
being made by the BPS to curriculum, selection, and institutional barriers to racial
equality and on the work and time frame of the Diversity and Inclusion Taskforce. What



Black Lives Matters has already taught us is that it is action and accountability that
count, not words alone. We have written to Sarb Bajwa and Hazel McGlauchlin
suggesting this and inviting discussion.’
‘We are aware that one of the biggest problems for Psychology and Clinical Psychology
in particular has been the focus on Eurocentric psychologyand individualised accounts
of distress, both psychological and psychiatric. These have, by definition, tended to
marginalise the social context and social justice,and have meant that Psychology does
not acknowledge or account for the social, political and economic injustices that lead to
emotional distress. We have long known about the social origins of distress, yet we
continue largely to operate as if Psychology is independent of the profound injustices of
poverty and discrimination, and unable to address them. The BPS has been until
relatively recently unwilling to comment publicly on political processes and their
psychological consequences. We welcome the commitment of the BPS to now speak
out on poverty and the DCP’s contribution to that process; there is an urgent need to do
the same on racial injustices. The DCP position paper is an important step in this
process.’
‘The PTM Framework, we would suggest, is also a resource for thinking about the role
of power, especially ideological power, in the production and dissemination of
psychological knowledge. This includes White Psychology’s role in producing
‘knowledge’about non-White people and in producing and supporting individualised
accounts of distress which especially disadvantage Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic
groups. Specifically, it offers alternatives to the dominant diagnostic narrative of ‘mental
illness’ which has obscured issues of social justice in all groups, but has had the most
discriminatory, damaging and silencing effects on BAME people in the UK and across
the globe. The Framework draws on a wide range of multidisciplinary research and
scholarship in exploring these issues. We believe a wider focus on power and
knowledge creation is essentialif fundamental and lasting change is to be achieved
rather than, for example, simply adding modules to existing curriculaor making existing
mental health services ‘more accessible’ to Black and other minority ethnic people.’
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Policy/Policy%20-%20Files/Letter%20
to%20DCP%20Chair%20-%20Responding%20to%20Black%20Lives%20Matter%20an
d%20Racism%20in%20Psychology.pdf

Division of Clinical Psychology draft EDI plan:

‘The Action plan includes:
-A commitment to a having a certain proportion of BAME speakers on panels at
our highest profile events (or all events)
-Monitor language in all documents.

https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Policy/Policy%20-%20Files/Letter%20to%20DCP%20Chair%20-%20Responding%20to%20Black%20Lives%20Matter%20and%20Racism%20in%20Psychology.pdf
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Policy/Policy%20-%20Files/Letter%20to%20DCP%20Chair%20-%20Responding%20to%20Black%20Lives%20Matter%20and%20Racism%20in%20Psychology.pdf
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Policy/Policy%20-%20Files/Letter%20to%20DCP%20Chair%20-%20Responding%20to%20Black%20Lives%20Matter%20and%20Racism%20in%20Psychology.pdf


-Monitor publications for content range, including Clinical Psychology Forum
-Making trainingmore inclusive and anti-racist
-Making EDI core e.g. requiring all assignments, across all training options to
have a section on equality/ diversity/ inclusion
-Focusing on supervisor competencies through training and ongoing support
-Invite people from BAME backgrounds to listen to and comment on an exec or
rep assembly discussion
-Create discussions on set topics
-Listening events around the live publication “Racial and Social Inequalities in the
times of Covid 19”
-Virtual meetings for those from different minority backgrounds to learn about
their experiences and support them in their struggles. Maybe particularly relevant
during Covid
-Develop a position statement around minorities in the profession
-Support the actions planned in the Racism, Power and Priviledge
statements — listening events with trainees and a UK wide trainee questionnaire
(Has begun)
- Campaign for the inclusion of non-white psychology teaching in all psychology
teaching: undergraduate/ postgraduate/ includingDClinPsy’

Division of Clinical Psychology’s Equality, Diversity, Inclusion &
Anti-Racism home page

‘We know that there is a longstanding lack of diversity in clinical psychology, and that
there are barriers to access for people from marginalised backgrounds.’
‘Many have highlighted concerns about whiteness, marginalisation and racism in clinical
psychology’
‘On this page we will host statements, news items and other resources that are relevant
to this work, and to developing DCP into an anti-racist organisation.’

The Task and Finish Group
The DCP Executive acknowledges that there are very longstanding issues of lack of
diversity across the profession and barriers to access for many from marginalised
backgrounds.

Concerns about whiteness, marginalisation and racism in Clinical Psychology have been
highlighted by many people and in a range of contexts, and it is recognised that this needs
to be addressed as a systemic and structural issue.



An Update from the Co-Chairs of the Task and Finish Group:
“Racist ideas love believers not thinkers.”– Ibram X Kendi1

We are a small representative group of psychologists meeting as a task force to
review, amend and further develop the DCP draft action plan aimed at
supporting and enhancing EDI within the DCP, specifically in response to
concerns over whiteness, marginalisation and racism. We hope to both support
and drive initiatives within the DCP to embed Inclusivity at the heart of our
practice as applied psychologists.

(one of the new co-chairs) ‘is particularly interested in working towards systematic
changes to the Clinical Psychologist roles so that a significant change can take place in
the profession.’

Division of Clinical Psychology
We know that there is a longstanding lack of diversity in clinical psychology, and that
there are barriers to access…www.bps.org.uk
https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/division-clinical-psychology/equality

The Division of Educational and Child Psychology Statement: DECP
pledge to challenge structural racism:

‘supporting the formation of an implementation group which will have as its core function
the aim to promote anti-racismand inclusion within the profession, encapsulated in an
action plan that will be reviewed and reported upon by its members. The group will
comprise of up to 12 members (current and in training educational psychologists) with
representatives from interest groups whose purpose and objectives are directly relevant
to the work of the implementation group. The implementation group will have an action
plan focusing on previous work undertaken and new actions that t in with the British
Psychological Society’s Presidential Task Force on Diversity & Inclusion.

● holding a conference in March entitled ‘Promoting social justiceand challenging the
effects of poverty and inequality post Covid: the role of applied educational psychology’.

In the past few months the DECP has:

● actively sought engagement and met with EP colleagues who are working hard to
challenge structural racism, in order that we are aware of all the current issues.

● added equality and inclusion on the DECP committee meeting agenda as a permanent
item, but most importantly as a theme that runs throughout all our work.

https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/division-clinical-psychology/equality#sdfootnote1sym
https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/division-clinical-psychology/equality
https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/division-clinical-psychology/equality
https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/division-clinical-psychology/equality
http://www.bps.org.uk


● made films and resources for schools and EP colleagues, ensuring that we used children
and their families that reflect the community that we serve.

● held a pre-training event that was shared on a range of platforms to encourage a range
of applicants, including those from minoritised groups.

● encouraged applicants from minority and underrepresented groups to apply to join the
committee.

● developed a draft set of terms for an implementation group that will be focussed on
anti-racismand equity within the profession.’

https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/Division-Educational-Child-Psychology/news

Division of Neuropsychology home page:

A webinar entitled “Beginning to Talk about Diversity and Inclusion in Neuropsychology”
discussing issues such as anti-racism, problems with ‘whiteness’etc. is hosted on the
Division of Neuropsychology homepage
Division of Neuropsychology
The Division of Neuropsychology exists to support its members with training and advice,
and to keep them apprised of…www.bps.org.uk

Division of Diversity and Inclusion homepage includes a webinar on
‘decolonising the curriculum’:
https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/diversity-and-inclusion/resources

Racial and Social Equalities — DCP Racial and Social Inequalities in
the Times of Covid-19 Working Group

‘These lost lives are situated within a social context. That social context is one in
which simply asserting that ‘Black Lives Matter’ is a radical statement challenging
the institutional and structural racism of government, education, the police, the NHS,
mental health services and of clinical psychology. Racism is also a virus, but it is within
our control and requires us all taking responsibility. It has spread throughout our society
and the world, and has caused extreme harm to many individuals and communities.
Whilst, our focus has been on the impact of Covid-19 on BAME people, this can’t be
separated from the wider issues around stigma, discrimination and racism. This was
highlighted very clearly at our listening and engagement event including where
misgivings exist in our own profession. The message was clear — We need to put our
house in order. We seriously need to consider what part we have played in keeping the
status quo, what we can do individually and collectively in our roles in organisations and

https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/division-neuropsychology/news
https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/division-neuropsychology/news
https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/division-neuropsychology/news


institutions to open our eyes, understand, validate, apologise, forgive, work towards
change and be stronger together.’

● ‘Experiences of micro aggressionsand discrimination would discourage people from
BAME groups from going for walks and exercising near their homes in the initial phases
of lockdown.

● Penalties and restrictions imposed as part of the Coronavirus Act have been applied
through the prism of police racism, for example the tasering of Ziggy Mombeyarara.

● BAME groups are more likely to report personal experience of discrimination; more likely
to have formal disciplinary processes and experiences of bullying and harassment from
staff, patients and relatives. There are a fewer BAME leadership role models; reduced
career progression, promotion and CPD, and recruitment opportunities (Workforce Race
Equality Standard, 2020).

● Racism itself has been shown to have negative psychological and health outcomes. The
psychosocial stress of stigma and racial discrimination contributes to poorer health
quality and higher rates of chronic health conditions for BAME communities (Williams &
Mohammed, 2013; Williams, Lawrence, Davis & Vu, 2019)

● People from BAME experience exclusion, bullying and harassment that may not always
be so overt. Covert racism/prejudice can be very subtle yet powerful enough to impact
deeply at psychological level and may lead to more serious and enduring emotional
health dif culties including PTSD. Moral injuries can be experienced at varied grades,
intensities and levels.’

‘There is a danger of a single narrative in the media about heightened risk marginalised
communities face solely due to underlying conditions without much acknowledgement of
the impact of structural racism. There have been incidents of racist media
representations criticising Black Lives Matter protestors defending the right to life of
black people for increasing the risk of Covid infection, whilst tourists on beaches were
not similarly attacked’
‘Higher education institutions pay the BAME people working in psychology and the
behavioural sciences less (Advance HE, 2019). Undergraduate psychology
programmes perpetuate an attainment gap and create a sense of imposter syndrome
(Miller, 2016). Selection processes for clinical training are making little impact on
improving diversity. The most recent data shows that the number of BAME applicants
has gone up but the number getting selected has gone down. The methodologies,
curricula and research base of clinical psychology are centred on the individual, white,
European, hetero normative experience (Guthrie, 2004) and need
‘decolonising’.Providing inclusive, culturally sensitive mental health services is
something many psychologists working in NHS trusts are still striving for.’
‘Following an initial statement of intent on anti-racism, the Group of Trainers in Clinical
Psychology (GTiCP) Anti- Racism working group is reviewing current training practices



to work towards diversity and anti-racism. The key areas of attention are: (1) Curriculum
& teaching practices; (2) Evidence production (including research); (3) Trainee-staff
selection; (4) Placements and supervision; (5) Assessment practices; and (6)
Experiences of and relationships amongst the training community’.
‘Alongside this, we encourage thoughtful and respectful adaptations to be made to
teaching and training programmes to ensure training content addresses the existing
racial and social disparities highlighted by Covid-19. Training courses need to commit to
changes to create a safer and richer learning environment’

● ‘Acknowledge that stigma and structural racism are real.
● Social inequalities, prejudice and racism can be both subtle and explicit. They are often

overlooked as dynamics associated with difference are powerful and challenging to work
with.

● Recognise the impact of systemic and structural racism on health and social inequalities.
● Pay attention to disproportionate grief, bereavement, trauma impact, moral injury and

mortality burden.
● People may not feel able to share concerns due to fear of discrimination. Speaking out

involves taking a risk, which inevitably places the person in a vulnerable position.
● Engage in meaningful conversations and provide multiple confidential routes for

feedback.
● Actively value diverse lived experiences.
● Barriers to change in the implementation of NHS Workforce Race Equality Standards

(WRES) need to be urgently addressed.
● Learn about the research evidence on how diversity is associated with team and

organisational effectiveness and innovation. Involve people with lived in experiences in
training and organisational development.

● Consider systemic impact of placing BAME in a vulnerable and at-risk category and
mindfully prioritise them for Covid-19 testing and support measures. Risk assessment
can have unintended consequences of magnifying prejudice and discrimination.

● Don’t be a bystander but intervene. Encourage the use of bystander intervention against
stigma, xenophobia and discrimination to circumvent and prevent escalation (Sue et al.,
2019).

● Reflect upon and understand history and your place in it, recognising how your identity
affects your work / relationships with diverse groups..

● Consider the power of language and privilege, as well as the diversity of beliefs around
familial, social, religious and political values and discourses.

● Advocate for equity and anti-racist approaches in policy making. Take them forward
assertively to change work practices.

● Training and teaching practices to (a) adopt antiracist education and learning (b)
consider adaptation and addition in curriculum © address impact of inequity and power
relations on learning and assessment (d) promote diverse learning styles (e)develop
capacity to re ect and engage with difference (Kehoe, 1994).

● Stop looking to your BAME colleagues to x the problem. Combating racial and social
disparities is a collective problem and requires meaningful co-production.



● Recognise linguistic barriers and cultural variations in expressive language, social
interactions and attire.

● Step back and reflect on the impact of racism and capitalism in all aspects of your life.
● Practice anti-racism and counter policies, which disadvantage vulnerable groups.
● Engage with difference and vulnerability with respect and humility.
● Champion antiracist ideas and non-discriminatry practices.
● Talk about inequalities — Silence is not an option.’

‘… theapproach taken within this document, that social inequalities lead to health
inequalities and that they can’t be separated from structural racism.’

● ‘Incorporate impact of discrimination, bias, prejudice and stigma in all Covid-19
resources. Covid-19 recovery strategies to include inequalities and anti-racism training
(specifically in relation to working with ‘difference’, ‘conflict’ and ‘power dynamics’),
mentoring and learning opportunities.

● Embed and resource Equality-Diversity-Inclusion-Anti-racism into the core business.
Language of ‘minorities’ without a reference to the above can be disrespectful.’

‘Change selection processes, to manage unconscious bias at the short listing
stage,curriculum adaptation, support during training and setting out safer and richer
learning environment.
Critique current practice to challenge unconscious bias and set out a review to look at
achieving a diverse and representative workforce at all levels including senior
leadership.
An open letter from BPS/DCP condemning hostile environment and its psychological
impacts. DCP to set out its support for the campaigns being led by the Lancet and
Medact against NHS data sharing with the home of ce in relation to immigration
enforcement.
Offer proactive support for psychological professionals impacted by prejudice and
antiracism.
Consider setting up roles such as ‘speak up guardian’ as part of enabling psychological
safety for those who have experienced/witnessed prejudice and racism
Research highlights that how organisations respond to large-scale diversity-related
events receiving media coverage can have an impact on psychological safety at work. If
organisations do not handle these well, they can contribute to level of threat and
mistrust of institutions of authority amongst BAME people.
Offer physical and psychological safety: It is important not to keep silent, act defensively
and overgeneralise. Avoid adopting strategic colourblindness due to the fear of being
seen as prejudiced and be aware of white fragility.
Acknowledge the impact of disproportionate infections, deaths and impact of systemic
racism. Affirm and support employees’ right to safety and protection.



Create safe spaces to have meaningful conversations and learning.’

● ‘Avoid tokenistic approaches. Put things in practice at all levels — up and top down and
sideways.

● BAME staff need to be included in the higher decision-making processes / planning /
writing up of policies.

● Develop culturally competent HR and OH services. Invite BAME staff feedback to allow
concerns about the risk assessment/or work in general associated with Covid-19 and
discrimination.

● Work alongside BAME grassroot organisations to co-produce Covid-19 recovery
strategies.

● Support Community group and psychological services to co-lead on educating the health
sector to reduce future health inequalities ensuring there is representation of a breadth
of perspectives to prevent barriers to accessing health services.

● Risk assessment of workplace, workforce and individuals assessments need to consider
impact

● of stigma, discrimination and racism at individual, interpersonal, institutional and
structural levels. Risk appraisal need to be carried out sensitively with key emphasis on
developing a psychologically safe, compassionate work culture.

● Training should be evaluated to erase bias from an assumed position of white
privilegeand to interrogate the contributions from diverse perspectives to ensure that
participation from BAME backgrounds (whether trainees or staff) are not additionally
disregarded or further disadvantaged.

● Adopt a holistic approach to policy development. Adopt a psycho-social perspective to
tackle psychological impact of Covid-19 in all polices targeting the recovery and
restoration phase.

● BAME staff inclusion in the higher decision making processes and writing up of policy
guidance.

● Mainstream non-discrimination and anti-racism into all public policies, incorporating the
principle of co-production with community groups across culture, faith and class.

● Withdrawal of all NHS charging for migrants, in particular the National Health Service
Overseas Visitor Charging Regulations 2015 and 2017 and the Immigration Health
Surcharge.’

https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Divisions/DCP/
Racial%20and%20Social%20Inequalities%20in%20the%20times%20of%20Covid-19.p
df

Division of Clinical Psychology ‘Equality’ Homepage contains a
pinned thumbnail linking to the ‘DCP Statement on Black Lives Matter
and the death of George Floyd
https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/division-clinical-psychology/equality



DCP Representative Assembly Statement on Black Lives Matter and
the death of George Floyd
We condemn the racial violence, discrimination and persistent structural racism that
underpins society in the strongest terms, and stand with our colleagues and others in
speaking out in support of the Black Lives Matter movement.

https://www.bps.org.uk/member-microsites/division-clinical-psychology/equality

We also recognise that the killing of a black man by law enforcement officers is on a
continuum of pervasive inequality and systemic racism. We know that for many people
in the UK, including our members and people who use our services, the experience of
racism is an everyday occurrence ranging from micro-aggressions to the open
demonstrations of abuse and discrimination. The fear of violence can be ever present.

This is not a black problem, but a structural issue built on centuries of racism. It’s a
problem for us all, which we need to understand and work with to stop these tragic
events happening over and over again.

Although many of us feel despondent, lessons from history tell us that such feelings,
and the courage to confront the ‘othering’ and ‘dehumanisation,’ usually precedes
meaningful change. We believe that we need to be committed to doing better, and
confront racism at individual and organizational levels to meaningfully assert that we are
anti-racist.

Collectively, we can try to turn these feelings into a means of powering change.

The DCP remains committed to upholding the values of equality, diversity and inclusion
and to continuing to develop our anti-racist stance. We recognise that we have still have
considerable work to do in implementing these values and creating lasting change.

In addition, we call on all our members to consider what they can do, individually,
together and with us to take a stand and also to help provide the emotional and practical
support needed by service users, families and colleagues. This must not be seen as just
another task for those people who are marginalised or oppressed due to their race; we
all need to step up and help carry the emotional strain as friends, managers, leaders,
co-workers.

Those of us in the white majority need to listen to and validate the feelings and
experiences of our marginalised colleagues, whilst accepting that it is not their role to
educate us.



We may need to act upon what we hear, not be bystanders. It is our task to educate
ourselves, both to learn about how racism operates within our society and our
profession, and to eradicate the ways we allow racism and whiteness to perpetuate.

“Any real change implies the breakup of the world as one has always known it, the loss
of all that gave one an identity, the end of safety.”

The DCP Executive and all the DCP networks will continue to reflect on and develop our
responses in the coming weeks, as part of our equality, diversity, inclusion and
anti-racism development work and action plans.

https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Divisions/DCP/
Black%20Lives%20Matter%2C%20George%20Floyd’s%20Life%20Matters%20-%20St
atement%20by%20the%20DCP%20Representative%20Assembly.pdf

Article in ‘The Psychologist’ by Deputy Editor Annie Brookman-Byrne
who reports from the BPS webinar ‘Decolonising the Curriculum’

‘Decolonisation 'isn’t about just sprinkling some seasoning onto a European view of
psychology.’ Educational psychologist Dr Michele Perry-Springer was talking about the
need to think more broadly to decolonise psychology – ‘recognising that the Eurocentric
view is just one worldview, and there are other worldviews that are just as relevant’.
Perry-Springer referenced Sir Hilary Beckles, who said that the work needs to start in
universities, as they have played a role in colonising and need to right some of those
wrongs.

Dr Udeni Salmon, research fellow at the University of Lincoln, spoke of the ongoing
struggle of being within the system while trying to change it. ‘It’s an uncomfortable place
to be.’ Salmon voiced concerns with the Race Equality Charter (REC), which aims to
find solutions to barriers to Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic staff and students. Echoing
similar concerns that the Athena Swan gender charter places the burden on women,
Salmon called the REC a tool of White supremacy, in co-opting people of colour to work
on diversity and inclusion initiatives. (Kalwant Bhopal and Clare Pitkin’s research on this
concluded that ‘The REC becomes a smoke screen that excuses HEIs from addressing
White privilegeby camouflaging its very existence’.)

For Dr Patrick Hylton, senior lecturer at the University of Lincoln, decolonising
psychology is not about providing an academic reading list. It’s about asking awkward,
searching questions, like ‘where did this come from?’, ‘who are you speaking for?’,
‘what implication does it have for us?’, and ‘where is my voice in this?’. It’s about

https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Divisions/DCP/Black%20Lives%20Matter%2C%20George%20Floyd%E2%80%99s%20Life%20Matters%20-%20Statement%20by%20the%20DCP%20Representative%20Assembly.pdf
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Divisions/DCP/Black%20Lives%20Matter%2C%20George%20Floyd%E2%80%99s%20Life%20Matters%20-%20Statement%20by%20the%20DCP%20Representative%20Assembly.pdf
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Divisions/DCP/Black%20Lives%20Matter%2C%20George%20Floyd%E2%80%99s%20Life%20Matters%20-%20Statement%20by%20the%20DCP%20Representative%20Assembly.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13613324.2020.1718082


probing where information has come from, understanding that ‘information is not manna
from heaven’ – that it comes from a certain position, within a historical context that
needs to be examined. ‘What does that position stand for, and how does that position
marginalise, disempower, make invisible other positions?’

Both Perry-Springer and Salmon spoke about the importance of empowering and
working with students. According to Salmon, ‘once you start bringing students to the
table, institutions like universities suddenly find it much harder to say no’. There’s a
paradox, according to Salmon, that universities becoming capitalist marketplaces has
actually given students more power to start making demands.Perry-Springer spoke
about her focus on giving Black students a space to incubate their thoughts and work
with Black academics to bring together their vision of what decolonisation should look
like. Salmon pointed to the Decolonise the Curriculum project by students at the
University of Kent as an example of students working to diversify their curricula and
promote inclusion throughout the university.

Speaking in the panel session that followed the discussion between Perry-Springer,
Salmon and Hylton, two students shared their own views on what needs to change.
Fabianna Dennis at the University of Cambridge said that since psychology GCSE, race
has always been an afterthought – ‘it's always that last sentence in the textbook or that
one chapter’. This lack of representation, Dennis thinks, is one reason Black students
choose not to enter psychology.

Layne Whittaker at the Open University was really excited when there was a section on
race in her course, covering intersectionality, institutional racism and White privilege.
But Whittaker was shocked to find that the other students on her course were angry that
race was being covered, and they perceived covering race as showing a left-wing bias,
even ‘race baiting’. Worse still, the staff on the course told those students, ‘just get
through it, just ignore it, you don't have to bother with it once you're done’.

Academics might want a readymade reading list to embed within their usual curriculum,
but these discussions showed that decolonising is not that simple. Representation is
just part of the solution. What came through loud and clear in the webinar is that we
need to look at psychology in a different way – with critical thought and enquiry, with
reflection, and within its historical context. Dr Nasreen Fazal-Short, Chair of the BPS
Diversity and Inclusion Taskforce concluded, ‘it will take years, it’s not a five-minute
job... please come and join with us’.’
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-33/december-2020/where-my-voice

A letter to Clinical Psychology by the Minorities in Clinical
Psychology Subcommittee about a ‘Capoeira for All’ performance

https://decoloniseukc.org/manifesto/
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-33/september-2020/we-need-broaden-conversation-institutional-bias


This letter aims to address the social programme of the GTiCP 2019 conference which
caused distress amongst the audience and amongst wider psychology networks. We
want to make clear that this outrage is not regarding the performers and their
organisation. However, we do want to state that the nature of the performance and the
way it was presented as part of the social programme within this particular context was
unquestionably an incorrect choice.

The nature of the content was distressing and re-traumatising particularly for members
of the audience who have been affected personally and historically by it. This content
sat within the wider context of the profession which suffers with serious difficulties with
visible representation of marginalised groups. Unfortunately, in our movement to tackle
the “diversity issue” we as a profession tend to focus on increasing representation,
giving little thought to the safety of the spacesin which people are invited to be part of
such as in training or the GTiCP event. Offering support to minority applicants through
events and schemes, although invaluable, in turn can distract from wider systemic
issuesand appears to locate the lack of diversity within the individual. Subsequently,
there has been little thought to the underlying processes and dynamics that implicitly
lead to a lack of diversity. We cannot look at representation without looking at
marginalisation. We cannot look at race and diversity without discussing racism and
how the profession is complicitat different levels, from pre-training all the way to
leadership positions. And we cannot move forward in these discussions without
acknowledging the pain and hurt caused by the current system in many situations. We
cannot move forward without attending to the multiple layers of guilt held over the
various conscious and unconscious contributions we as a profession make to creating
unsafe spacesfor people of marginalised backgrounds.

The Minorities in Clinical Psychology Subcommittee invested great efforts to present
and hold workshops targeted at raising awareness around issues of oppressionwith a
particular focus on racism and we considered our presence meaningful. One of the
group’s presentations focused on the preliminary results of a large scale
qualitativeexploration of the Clearing House data, concentrating on the discrepancies
between application and accepted places for individuals from Black, Asian and Minority
Ethnic backgrounds. This is of course a pertinent issue within clinical psychology and
fundamental to our understanding of institutional bias. These talks were met with great
interest and enthusiasm to facilitate change within the audiences and potential future of
the profession. This very hopeful aspect of the conference has consequently been
diminished by the impact of the dinner events and we are mindful that this is a recurring
pattern when advocating against marginalisation; that following progress, barriers occur



that return us to the “status quo”. We are now experiencing first hand, distress,
exhaustion and potential understandable withdrawal from engaging in this type of work,
but also more widely in the profession.

Whilst what happened at the conference was indisputably inappropriate and
harmful,what exaggerated the distress are the responses to being “called out” across
the entire profession. We have chosen not to discuss details of the events that took
place here in this statement as we are conscious that online discussions and debates
regarding the accuracy of what occurred have been unhelpful, dis-empowering and
derailing as we have seen people’s experiences and realities debated and undermined.
These discussions have served to invalidate the distress experiencedby those impacted
and also kept the conversations away from the underlying issues regarding how a
context that enabled this to occur was possible. We would like to focus more proactively
on how we empathise with, validate and support the distressthat people are
experiencing currently and where to go from here in terms of shifting the dominant
discourses within the profession. Not only can this focus support meaningful change
within the profession but also develop the authenticity of conversations we have with
people we support and our work at a societal level.

We ask the profession to consider the following:

· Conversations regarding well-meaning intentions have a long standing history of
invalidating marginalised narratives. We are aware that people and organisations may
be consciously well-meaning however focusing on intention only serves to silence the
impact of marginalisation. It is important for organisations to reflect on their less
conscious and less desirable intentions in an honest way.

· We ask that discussions occur around the impact of marginalisation, rather than
evidencing whether marginalisation has or hasn’t occurred. By its very definition these
experiences can only be understood by those who share a specific protected
characteristic. If this characteristic isn’t shared then it is important to acknowledge and
validate the experienceof marginalisation and learn about it without relying on those
impacted to invest emotional labour into educating and helping others to learn and
understand.

· We would like Clinical Psychologists to be mindful of how they can silence others,
particularly publicly. It is often the case in the profession that psychological language is
used to pathologise marginalised experiences. Examples of these are: asking minority
group members to empathise with structures that have contributed to oppression,
asking for balanced perspectivessuggesting the lived experience of a minority group
member is equally debatable by someone who has not had that experience,



pathologising and over-individualising distress as rude or aggressive rather than a
healthy reaction to social oppression. We want to highlight that personal lived
experiences of oppression are not up for debate and that validation and empathy are
the only appropriate responses.

· We would like the wider profession and psychological communities to aim to understand
the issues pertaining to minority identities and marginalising experiences for those
within the profession and also for those who use our services.

· We would like for psychology courses (across professional disciplines) to directly
address aspiring and trainee psychologists with outlines of how they aim to encourage
on-going discourse and actively tackle these underlying issues.

· We would like to highlight that as the situation currently stands the profession feels
fundamentally unsafeto certain members. We ask that everyone within the profession
turns their attention to areas in which they may have previously had the privilege not to
look, and to focus on their own power, privileges, and contributions to maintaining
disempowering dynamics and structural oppression. We appreciate the notion that safe
spaces to do so are needed and request that the responsibility of finding these spaces
is not placed on marginalised or disempowered individuals - The Minorities Group.

https://medium.com/@minorities.cp/a-letter-to-clinical-psychology-by-the-minoriti
es-in-clinical-psychology-subcommittee-983cf332abb7

Response to the aforementioned ‘A letter to Clinical Psychology by
the Minorities in Clinical Psychology Subcommittee about a ‘Capoeira
for All’ performance’

A message for all GTiCP 2019 conference delegates:
The University of Liverpool’s Doctorate in Clinical Psychology programme hosted the
Group of Trainers in Clinical Psychology’s (GTiCP) 2019 annual conference and, as an
organising committee, we want to recognise and apologise unequivocally for the
personal distress that some people experienced following the ‘Capoeira for All’
performance on the evening of 5th November.

We want to thank members of the Division of Clinical Psychology’s Minorities Group and
other conference delegates for having the courage to come forward and express the
feelings that were brought up by the performance.

We are grateful for the opportunity to reflect and recognise that the performance was
understandably distressing for some delegates and was experienced as particularly

https://medium.com/@minorities.cp/a-letter-to-clinical-psychology-by-the-minorities-in-clinical-psychology-subcommittee-983cf332abb7
https://medium.com/@minorities.cp/a-letter-to-clinical-psychology-by-the-minorities-in-clinical-psychology-subcommittee-983cf332abb7


confronting for people from historically oppressed groups who have been impacted by
slavery.

We want to thank those delegates who spoke up about this for raising the issues and
challenging us such that we are able to continue the conversations about this in relation
to race in clinical psychology.

We take full responsibility for the event and we would like to try to explain our thinking,
while being mindful of not ‘explaining away’ or in any way trying to minimise the hurt
experienced by some delegates.

When planning the conference we were keen to change the format of the evenings,
moving away from the typical GTiCP conference format of a ‘gala dinner’ with
‘entertainment’, to a more challenging ‘social programme’.

We were also keen to maintain the themes of the overall conference, and to work with
local community groups as part of our ongoing focus on being more outward facing and
learning from others.

Within this framework, we wanted the conference to reflect the themes of resistance
and rights within the context of Liverpool as a city. For example, rather than having an
‘after dinner speaker’ on the Monday we held a public lecture focusing on the
psychological impact of the Hillsborough Tragedy.

We supported SolidariTee and invited a speaker from the charity to address the
conference as part of the Tuesday evening’s social programme with a talk that focused
on the experiences of refugees and asylum seekers as marginalized members of the
community.

On the Tuesday evening, ‘Capoeira for All’ were invited to demonstrate capoeira as a
form of anti-racist, anti-oppressive resistance.

‘Capoeira for All’ are an ethnically diverse, Toxteth-based, not-for-profit CIC working
with schools, colleges, youth clubs, universities and the NHS, among other
organisations, to explore the psychological and physical benefits of capoeira.

They are well-respected and trusted within the city of Liverpool and have been
commended for their work promoting mental health with ethnically diverse young people
across the city.

https://www.solidaritee.org.uk/
https://www.capoeiraforall.org/


‘Capoeira for All’ offered a performance, described by them as follows:

Shackled (Remembering Slavery) - Capoeira for All CIC’s themed performance.

In August 2017, Capoeira for All CIC were commissioned by ISM (International Slavery
Museum) to devise a performance for Slavery Remembrance Day. The piece was called
“Remembering Slavery” and combined theatre, Capoeira, music and Afro Brazilian
dance.

The story followed two indigenous African tribes on their journey through the
transatlantic slave trade. The show was a huge success and was subsequently
commissioned to perform for a range of venues for Black History Month over the last
two years.

With some considerable regret, we acknowledge that we had not thought sufficiently
about how the ‘Capoeira for All’ performance would be received, particularly given the
focus allocated in the conference on discrimination in selection and pervasive issues
with racism and Whiteness in clinical psychology in general.

We acknowledge that we did not view the performance beforehand. Consequently, we
were not fully aware of the overall emotional tone and power of the performance as a
whole.

We also acknowledge that we could have consulted with the Minorities Group about our
decision-making. None of our decision-making should in any way be seen as a
reflection on the politics and professionalism of ‘Capoeira for All’.

We now understand that, despite being a suitable anti-racist performance as part of
Black History Month and for the International Slavery Museum, where there is trust in
the intentions of the organisers, it was not suited to the nature or the timing of the
GTiCP event.

We also now understand that, while intended to acknowledge UK’s oppressive colonial
history, the focus of the performance was experienced by many present as reducing
that history to representing black people through slavery.

We have been asked why we did not stop the performance. As a predominantly white
staff team, using our own feelings of shame and intense emotional discomfort as a
guide to censor a powerful performance developed for Slavery Remembrance Day
could have been viewed as unacceptable.



We are sorry that we did not read the distress of some people in the room and act
accordingly.

On reflection, we acknowledge that our choice was not suitable and that communication
about the performance was lacking.

We take full responsibility for this and are now aware that we should have:

· provided a clearer statement of our intention to offer a more challenging social programme
as opposed to ‘entertainment’,

· pre-viewed the performance, which would have allowed us to work with the performers to
re-design elements of content, particularly the specifics of the re-enactment of the
transatlantic slave trade,

· considered consulting with colleagues from the Minorities Group,
· included information about ‘Capoeira for All’ in the conference materials, which may have

given context about them as an organisation and built trust in their, and our, motivations,
· offered a much clearer description of the nature of the performance, to facilitate individual

choices about whether to engage,
· provided a warning about the specific content immediately before the performance.
The organisation of the GTiCP conference will lie with a different programme team for
2020.

The current steering committee will ensure that we reflect further and deeply on the
issues raised and, as a minimum, make recommendations that future organisers consult
more proactively with relevant parties such as members of the Minorities Group about
future content and communication, including evening content.

The aim for the 2019 GTiCP conference was to begin and develop dialogues about
human rights topics, including race, oppression, and social injustices, which are
challenging within clinical psychology training and the profession.

Although, not in the way we originally intended, the performance has underlined the
urgent need to do just this.

However, in trying to tackle the issues, even with the best of intentions, we will make
mistakes. We would hope that the keynotes invited by the committee, topics chosen for
workshops and the level of co-production in the conference would support your sense
that we are sincere in our intention to change clinical psychology for the better.



The worst outcome, as we see it, is for others to shy away from difficult conversations
about race, ethnicity, and clinical psychology.

We hope our response above is seen as an invitation to continue this conversation with
us, as our aspiring clinical psychologists, colleagues, EBE partners or colleagues in
training.

We remain committed to challenging racism and other abuses of human rights in clinical
psychology and in mental health services.

We hope that you will feel able to continue to talk with us and work with us to improve
clinical psychology training and mental health services.

If you would like to discuss any of these issues further with us, you can contact us at
dcpexternal@bps.org.uk

The University of Liverpool’s Doctorate in Clinical Psychology GTiCP 2019 annual
conference organising committee

13th November 2019:

https://www.bps.org.uk/message-all-gticp-2019-conference-delegates

Member survey looking at ‘Issues impacting on leadership for those
from minority groups’

- includes statements such as:
‘“If I can help younger BME psychologists feel equipped to deal with the inherent racism
in the profession that will be something. I will see if I have the strength and energy to
keep challenging the deeply unfair way our profession perpetuates the status quo and
white privilege”
“Structural racism”
“Racism/Sexism”
“Ethnicity/Culture”
“The fact BME psychologists don’t get promoted to leadership positions”
“Denial of our profession to look at it’s (sic) own flaws and seeing itself as all good (no



space to improve if seen as benign and well intentioned/perfect), dismissal of different
ideas”
“The way this country has voted (for a dodgy-glazing/car salesperson) who advertises
untruths on double decker buses (and his old school friends). A move from the capitalist
business modelof running public services and towards a more co-operative model
where clinicians manage as part of their role”
“Under the guise of succession planning power gets transferred in ways that perpetuate
white privilegeand the racial glass ceiling of our profession”
“people at the top sharing power”
“Faith is also hugely underrepresented in minority discussions. The profession largely
ignores a core aspect of my identity and approach to life and its something I’ve
struggled to find any spaces to explore within a profession that roots itself in the
scientist practitioner model, thereby privileging empiricism over other philosophies”
“DCP role modelling how we deal with and acknowledge discrimination would also be
great. The GTiCP was poorly managed, we need to show that we are genuinely
bothered about discrimination and can own it, without taking responsibility at the higher
levels, I cannot imagine how we can expect others to do so. Perhaps the role of power
needs to be reflected on more and how we can cause harm. “
“Has anyone bothered to read Suman Fernando’s latest book about racism in psychiatry
and clinical psychology? It should be central to the curriculum as should modules on
post-colonial and critical race theories if this isn’t just a window dressing exercise”
“It would be very interesting to really explore attitudes and beliefs that are maintaining
an unjust/unequal system, those attitudes of people at the top (often white middle age
men), to better understand what institutional racismlooks like in the profession and in
NHS, how it is perpetuated and how can we break through those systems”
“some positive discrimination would not go amiss”
“More outreach work in schools from diverse looking psychologists as the assumption
from a younger age is still very much that Psychologists are middle aged white malesin
suits with glasses and possibly hat/pipe. Especially in underprivileged areas as well as
others, so people can see the early impact of challenges faced by minorities rather than
at doctoral selection. One impact is that those with leadership aspirations don’t consider
psychology as a desired profession” :
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Faculties/Lead
ership/Leadership%20issues%20for%20those%20from%20minority%20groups.pdf

Webinar on ‘The psychology of race in coaching’

https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Faculties/Leadership/Leadership%20issues%20for%20those%20from%20minority%20groups.pdf
https://www.bps.org.uk/sites/www.bps.org.uk/files/Member%20Networks/Faculties/Leadership/Leadership%20issues%20for%20those%20from%20minority%20groups.pdf


-2020 will be long remembered as the year the world experienced 3-concurrent
challenges, yet collectively, provided a context for major transformation:
1.Covid-19
2.disruption to global economic systems
3.wide-range social protest, in part, triggered by death of George Floyd while in police
custody as a result of an officer pinning him to the ground with a knee until the victim
lost consciousness and then his life
This global pandemic has amplified a cold hard truth, existing for decades, if not
centuries; that is, we cannot realize social justice without addressing injustice; the need
for antiracism is rooted in racism; and true equity is achieved only by dismantling the
very systems that sustain inequity.
The current context naturally raises important questions for coaching researchers,
educators, and practitioners alike, such as: what is the coaching industry’s response to
the dynamics of power, rank, and privilegethat shape our worldview and impact our daily
interactions with clients, colleagues and friends?
How do we move beyond issuing “antiracism statements?
(Price £25 for members, £40 for non-members)
Speaker: Dr. Terrence E. Maltbia is a faculty member Columbia University, and Director
of The Columbia Coaching Certification Program, a strategic partnership between the
Corporation Learning Solutions Group and Columbia Business School. Dr. Maltbia’s
research interests include emotional intelligence, social intelligence, and cultural
intelligence; strategic learning; and executive and organizational coaching:
https://www.bps.org.uk/events/psychology-race-coaching?fbclid=IwAR16gq6AgtWTy56p
Nc20qHR6oTAV2ircwBwODHLDRmJOg9IhNhMiAZLjfxs

Division of Neuropsychology Conference Announcement - Jan 2021

Diversity and Inclusion in Clinical Neuropsychology: Committing to Action

Dear Division of Neuropsychology member,

We are writing to invite you to our 2021 conference, the theme of which is Diversity and

Inclusion in Clinical Neuropsychology: Committing to Action. We adopted this theme

partly in response to the murder of George Floyd and the ethnicity-related health

disparities uncovered by the pandemic, but also because as neuropsychologists we have

never provided a forum to reflect on the inequalities in our field, nor committed to taking

action to reducing these and creating a more inclusive clinical neuropsychology in the UK.

https://www.bps.org.uk/events/psychology-race-coaching?fbclid=IwAR16gq6AgtWTy56pNc20qHR6oTAV2ircwBwODHLDRmJOg9IhNhMiAZLjfxs
https://www.bps.org.uk/events/psychology-race-coaching?fbclid=IwAR16gq6AgtWTy56pNc20qHR6oTAV2ircwBwODHLDRmJOg9IhNhMiAZLjfxs


The conference is structured around three keynote presentations each with accompanying

panel discussions, and three themed symposia. Together, they address aspects of diversity

as they relate to the clients we work with, the services we provide, and the profession we

work within. Ethnicity is a major theme, and we are honoured that Professor Jennifer J.

Manly of Columbia University, New York will be giving the first keynote presentation on

structural racism as a cause of disparities in brain health of older adults.

Recognising that diversity comes in many different forms, our second keynote will be

given by Dr Joanna Atkinson from University College London, who poses the question

‘what is neuropsychology doing about disability?’ and will describe her work on cognitive

assessment in deaf people.

In our final keynote, we will hear from Dr Urvashi Shah from King Edward Memorial

Hospital in Mumbai about the application and development of neuropsychological

rehabilitation with families in India, from which there will be much to learn about

cultural influences on practice. The three panel discussions that follow each keynote

presentation will provide the opportunity for reflection on the topics from a range of

perspectives and, we hope, inform our future actions. The three symposia are also

themed, though not directly linked to the keynote presentations. The first addresses

cultural and linguistic diversity in relation to neuropsychological assessment, the second

addresses brain injury in societally marginalised groups, and the third addresses diversity

in relation to neuropsychological rehabilitation across the lifespan.

We recognise that in this conference we are ‘scratching the surface’, that there are

several aspects of diversity including those protected by law that are not covered and

that are just as much in need of attention. We consider this conference the starting point

and, moving forward, equality, diversity and inclusion are firmly on the DoN agenda - on

every DoN agenda. Attendees at the Division AGM will learn about our EDI work plan

which includes a reciprocal mentoring scheme, a programme of research and evaluation,

and development of resources to improve cultural competence in clinical neuropsychology



practice, alongside updates on the division's broader work. We are planning for a series of

CPD workshops to branch off from this conference and welcome suggestions and

expressions of interest related to these.

Existing members of the division or society will be able to register at a reduced rate, but

we warmly welcome long-time members, new members and non-members alike. Please

forward this email to anyone you think might be interested to attend. We also think it is

important to recognise that the society and the division have not historically been

inclusive organisations and there is still a long way to go before they could be considered

thus. Many people working in neuropsychology are not members and may not feel

welcome, and if this resonates with you we hope that if you learn more about the DoN’s

current work and future plans you might (re)consider joining us and committing to action

together.

To see the full programme and to register, please visit the conference website. If you do

not wish to attend the conference but would like to attend the AGM, which is open to all

members free of charge, visit our website for more information.

https://bps.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=eede4c04c7cc031a985302dcb&id=1f88bb09bd&e=bb8c1a31aa
https://bps.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=eede4c04c7cc031a985302dcb&id=432bea8f39&e=bb8c1a31aa




POLITICISATION IN OTHER ASPECTS OF MENTAL HEALTH

Seminar series on ‘Decolonising Psychiatric Research: An Agenda for
Change — Liverpool’s Student Psychiatric Society’

- ‘Anti-racism in Britain: Histories and Trajectories’
- ‘Imposing Racialised State Discourses: Racism in Britain Today’
- ‘Racial Crossfit (Anti-Racism Foundational Course)’
- ‘How to Raise an Anti-Racist Child’
- ‘Understanding Racism and Anti-Racist Practice’
- ‘Antiracism and Whiteness Training for White LGBTQ+ Helping Professionals’

Seminar on ‘Imposing Racialised State Discourses: Racism in Britain Today’

What are the forms racisms take in the UK today? How do the government and its agencies
define them ? What does that mean for tackling them?
Under the Boris Johnson government there has been growing interventionism on how racism
and antisemitism are defined and what schools and universities can teach. Guidelines have
been introduced which curtail the use of critical race theory and require the acceptance of the
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance’s definition of antisemitism. The guidance
produced by the Department for Education bars schools from using resources produced by
organisations that take “extreme political stances”, which, from their point of view, could
potentially include groups like Black Lives Matter and Jewish Voice for Labour. More than 80
leading academics have criticised the government for misrepresenting critical race theory in
their crackdown on teaching materials in schools. Such government interventions can have the
effect of stifling debate and critical thinking. Similar issues would seem to be at work in the
scandal which has been dubbed ‘Operation Trojan Horse’. In this case, the educational
authorities alleged that there was a conspiracy involving organised attempts by teachers to
introduce an “Islamist” and “Salafist” ethos in several schools in Birmingham. In addition, the
government’s Minister of Education, Gavin Williamson, has written to all UK universities’
Vice-Chancellors, pressurising them to adopt the controversial IHRA ‘working definition of
antisemitism’, threatening them with sanction if they do not do this by December.
In addition to such forms of interventionism and the stifling of debate, the Equalities and Human
Rights Commission has been politicised and David Goodhart and Jessica Butcher have been
recently appointed to its Board of Commissioners. Controversially, David Goodhart, in his 2013
book, The British Dream: Successes and Failures of Post -war Immigration, argues that high
immigration can undermine national solidarity and be a threat to social democratic ideals. He is
strongly in favour of reducing immigration, and on integrating (read assimilating) immigrants.
More recently, in 2018, he suggested that the Windrush scandal should not lead to the watering
down of the ‘hostile environment’. Similarly, Board member Jessica Butcher, has criticised the



Me Too movement and argued that the ‘victim narrative’ of modern feminism disempowers
women. In other words, these appointments of prominent figures on the right of the political
spectrum raise questions about the future political direction of EHRC.
Issues are raised about the shape and form that racisms are taking in today’s Britain and the
contradictory nature of government interventions. Equality talk (alongside problematic
measures) and antiracist sentiments are accompanied by the continuation of the “hostile
environment”, epitomised most strongly by the Windrush scandal. There is curtailment of
freedom on schools to address critically issues of race and racism as well as the appointment of
figures like David Goodhart to important positions within the governmental apparatus that
purportedly addresses combatting racisms.
We use the term ‘racisms’ in the plural, given that there are a number of different and distinctive
racisms present in Britain today. They vary according to the socio-economic, political and
cultural conditions in which they are embedded. The specificity of these racisms is also linked to
the history of different social groups who feature as racisms’ targets. These varieties of racism
include anti-Black, anti-Asian, anti-Middle Eastern, and anti-Jewish racisms, the last commonly
referred to as antisemitism.
This webinar engages with questions such as: What are the forms that racisms take in Britain
today? How do we understand the policies and practices which have been developed to
address racisms? What are the central issues relating to the role of the EHRC and how do we
tackle racisms in different forms? How should we tackle antisemitism as a form of racism given
the adoption of the IHRA definition formally by the Commission?
Speakers:Malcolm Richards:
Title of presentation: Legacy Work: Black educators, resistance, and anti-racism in hostile
education environments
Biographical note: Malcolm Richards is a co-founder of the Black Educators Alliance (BEA), an
anti-racist network of ‘Black’ educators committed to radically transforming inequitable
structures and institutions. Along with the Coalition of Anti-Racist Educators, BEA has launched
legal action against the government to challenge new guidelines for the teaching of
Relationships and Sex Education — stating schools must not use materials from anti-capitalist
groups, promote “victim narratives” or make certain accusations against state institutions.
Malcolm is a secondary school teacher, a trade union activist, and a doctoral researcher at the
University of Exeter. His research adopts a critical auto-ethnographic approach, examining how
progressive educators apply funds of resistance through digital resources from Black cultural
education domains, to facilitate ‘critical’ dialogue in UK schools. He is the founder and director
of The Culture Yard (UK), a cultural community and social justice education project in the South
West of England and co-editor of Beyond The Blockade: Education in Cuba (2020).
Nira Yuval-Davis:Title of presentation: The IHRA definition of antisemitism and racialised
discourses in Britain
Biographical note: Nira Yuval-Davis, FAcSS, FRSA, is Professor Emeritus, Honorary Director of
the Research Centre on Migration, Refugees and Belonging (CMRB) at the University of East
London. A diasporic Israeli socialist feminist, Nira has been active in different forums against
racism and sexism in Israel and other settler colonial states as well as in the UK and other
European countries. She has been the President of the Research Committee 05 (on Racism,
Nationalism, Indigeneity and Ethnic Relations) of the International Sociological Association. She



has been a founder member of WAF (Women Against Fundamentalism) as well as of SSAHE
(Social Scientists Against the Hostile Environment) and is a member of the Education group of
JVL (Jewish Voice for Labour). She has won the 2018 International Sociological Association
Distinguished Award for Excellence in Research and Practice. Nira Yuval-Davis has written
widely on intersected gendered nationalisms, racisms, fundamentalisms, citizenships, identities,
belonging/s and everyday bordering. Among her books Israel and the Palestinians,
1975,Woman-Nation-State, 1989, Racialized Boundaries, 1992, Unsettling Settler Societies,
1995, Gender and Nation,1997, The Warning Signs of Fundamentalism, 2004, The Politics of
Belonging: Intersectional Contestations, 2011, Women Against Fundamentalism, 2014 and
Bordering, 2019. Her 1984 Spare Rib article ‘ Antisemitism, Zionism and the Struggle against
Racism’ was republished in Feminist Review in 2019. Her works have been translated into more
than ten languages.
Colin Prescod:Title of presentation: The state, the hostile environment, and Black lives: the case
for insurgent social science intervention.
Biographical note: Over some five decades Colin Prescod has variously worked as an academic
sociologist, documentary film maker (Black British community struggles against racism and for
belonging), theatre maker, TV (BBC) commissioning editor, cultural animator (specifically in
museums, archives, and heritage sector). Notable 21st century exhibition credits include at the
Museum of London (Docklands) London, Sugar and Slavery permanent gallery(2007), at the
Guildhall Art Gallery, London, No Colour Bar: Black British Art in Action 1960–1990(2015) and,
at the British Library, Windrush: Songs in a Strange Land (2018). He is Chair of the Council of
the Institute of Race Relations, and a member of the Editorial Working Committee of the IRR’s
journal ‘Race and Class’.
Biographical notes of the Co-Chairs:Floya Anthias, FAcSS, is an anti-racist and socialist feminist
academic whose work has been concerned with inequalities and different forms of oppression
and power relations and their intersections. Having held professorships at a number of UK
Universities, she is Emeritus Professor of Sociology and Social Justice at the University of
Roehampton. Floya was born in Cyprus and migrated as a small child with her parents to
Britain. Her most recent book is Translocational Belongings: Intersectional Dilemmas and Social
Inequalities (Routledge 2020)
Floya’s books include Woman Nation State, Palgrave; Racialised Boundaries: nation, race,
ethnicity, colour and class and the anti-racist struggle, Routledge; Ethnicity, Class, Gender and
Migration, Greek Cypriots in Britain, Ashgate; Into the Margins: Migration and Exclusion in
Southern Europe, Routledge; Gender and Migration in Southern Europe: women on the move,
Routledge; Rethinking Anti-racisms: from theory to practice, Routledge; Paradoxes of
Integration: Female Migrants in Europe, Springer; Contesting Integration, Engendering
Migration, Palgrave; and Work and the Challenges of Belonging, Cambridge Scholars
Publishing.
Avtar Brah, FAcSS, is Professor Emerita at Birkbeck College, University of London. She has
published widely on questions culture, racism, ethnicity, and gender. She is one of the pioneers
in the field of Diaspora Studies. Her books include Cartographies of Diaspora/Contesting
Identities; Hybridity and its Discontents (co-edits with Annie E.Coombes); Thinking Identities;
and, Global Futures(both co-edited with Mary Hickman and Mairtin Mac an Ghail).
Rachel Rosen is an Associate Professor of Childhood at UCL. Her research concerns unequal



childhoods at the intersections of generation, migration, and social reproduction. Current
research includes ‘Social reproduction in the shadows: migrant mothers and children with
NRPF’ and ‘Solidarities: negotiating migrant deservingness’.

Seminar on ‘Antiracism and Whiteness Training for White LGBTQ+ Helping
Professionals’

For White LGBTQPIA+ Helping Professionals: Facing Our Whiteness, Unlearning Racism, and
Decolonizing Mental Health: An intensive anti-racism training for fifteen white socially conscious
LGBTQPIA+ mental health providers, social service workers, and related helpers*
This 20-hour weekend training offers an intentional and serious dive into our anti-racism work.
Take the 40-minute pre-training assessment of your racial beliefs, judgments, bias’, stereotypes,
and knowledge
Firmly, honestly, humbly, and compassionately challenge, and be challenged, by the other
members of this fifteen-member training group
Explore our (Queer) whiteness in the context of our LGBTQPA2SI+ communities
Increase our racial literacy
Explore the insidious and comprehensive nature of patriarchal, capitalistic white supremacy
Examine the colonization of the mental health and social work fields
Face our “white saviorism” and entitlement, especially as it relates to our work as helping
professionals
Identify how racism and white supremacy hurt us, and share strategies to heal our moral injury
and reintegrate our bodies, minds, and hearts
Explore how our personal and professional values can fortify our anti-racism work
Role-play personal and professional scenarios that challenge our white-body privilege,
conscious and unconscious biases, and white discomfort with conflict
Imagine the wonder, health, wellness, and joy of a truly liberated multi-cultural community and
world
Develop our gained anti-racist perspectives into meaningful anti-racist professional and
personal practices
We European-American LGBTQPIA+* helping professionals may deem ourselves to be more
socially conscious and oppression-aware. We often believe because we have experienced
queer oppression, discrimination, and hate crimes that we automatically understand our white
privilege.
The reality is we white LGBTQPIA+ people have a cultural and social history of centering
whiteness and overtly and covertly excluding, exploiting, denying, dismissing, appropriating,
harming, eroticizing, and micro-aggressing the Black, Indigenous, Two-Spirit, and People of
Color members of our LGBTQP2SIA+ communities.
Professionally, we may think the compassionate nature of our work means our helping
professions are above systematic white supremacy. Realistically, we white mental health and
social work professionals participate in and benefit from education, training, testing, evaluation,
and service provision rooted in racism, white supremacist patriarchy, capitalism, anti-Blackness,
assimilation, and colonialism.



To decolonize therapy is to reconnect to the humanization of therapy, to reclaim therapy, to
include systems and oppression into our therapy practices and analysis, and to re-humanize
therapists (bring them down from some pedestals), as well as to center the person and their
cultural and political identities back into the work. It is snatching psychology, social work, and
counseling back from the wrinkled white hands of European men…To decolonize our therapy,
we have to work on decolonizing our darn selves FIRST and really looking at our education,
decisions, ways of living, and how we are part of the exploitation of resources (Mother Earth),
and people (labor). — Jennifer Mulan PhD
Current events present a unique moment in time for white people to step up and out and do our
anti-racism work with intention. As socially-conscious white queer helping professionals, we
have decisions to make about if and what we will do; and when we will do it.
Some of us don’t know where to start. Or are overwhelmed or too busy. Some of us could use
support, structure, and guidance. Some of us haven’t thought about it. Some of us have been
doing “the work” and desire deeper exploration and self-reflection. Some of us haven’t figured
out when or what.
Join us. We all start somewhere. And hopefully, we don’t stop until all of us are free.
Winter life during COVID-19 may provide unforeseen opportunity to hunker down and commit to
your racial justice growth.

Similar versions of this training held in October 2020, November 2020, and January 2021 sold
out. They included participants from many states within the USA, Canada, and the UK.





Friday, March 12 — Sunday, March 14, 2021. Friday is from noon to 5p. Saturday is 9–5p and
Sunday* is 10–530p CST. There are generous breaks throughout. (*The Sunday meeting time
of this training is typically 9–430p. However, since it is Daylight Savings Time we are meeting
10–530p.)

This 20-hour training is a commitment and investment of time and energy!

The 20-hour weekend training will incorporate lecture, video, storytelling, large and small group
discussions, personal reflection time, role-playing, somatic body check-ins, homework, personal
sharing, and racial bias assessments. Using template options, each participant will create a plan



for specific, meaningful, and realistic anti-racist action and accountability in their personal and
professional lives.

To help create a more meaningful and personal connection, the participant number is capped at
around 15 members.

*”White helping professionals” includes therapists, nonprofit mental health workers, CD
counselors, social workers, psychologists, mental health counselors, marriage and family
therapists, wellness coaches, school and career counselors and social workers, community
health workers, etc. This includes, graduate students or interns, or folx who are working in group
practices, agencies or private practice, or unemployed, or retired. Participants from throughout
the USA and beyond are welcome.

Please see the Appendix below for Why this training is a white affinity training space?

Format: Zoom is the virtual platform. Specific information about the topics, terms, and concepts,
as well as the writers, trainers, researchers, etc. are listed below in the Appendix.

Participants are invited to:

commit to confidentiality and active participation

stretch our personal and professional comfort edges with each other

examine how completely white supremacist culture influences and benefits us personally and
professionally

strive for congruence with our professional ethics and personal values

bring a willingness to be open to our and others’ mistakes, healing, risks, change, and growth

address our conflict-avoidant “white niceness” and “white is right” defensiveness

develop meaningful and realistic plans for anti-racist actions and accountability

Facilitator and developer of this training: Irene Greene MSED | Greene Growth & Training |
Irene works and lives on Ojibwe land, which is known as Minneapolis, MN |
www.irenegreene.com| This training is an expanded version of similar trainings Irene has
offered over the years. For information on her training and experience see the Appendix.

When you register, you will be asked to complete a list of questions. See the Appendix.

Fee: Free / Pay what you can.| Note: No one is turned away for inability to pay. Contact Irene at
irene@irenegreene.com if you have any questions.

The MN LGBTQ+ Therapists’ Networkwill match each member’s registration towards a
scholarship fund for QBIPOC students in the fields of mental health and social work.

http://www.irenegreene.com/
http://www.lgbttherapists.org/


Tech help is needed: Irene is in need of someone to do tech assistance during the weekend
training, i.e., coordinate Zoom break-out rooms, post links and content on The Chat, etc. If you
are interested, contact irene@irenegreene. (All of the information will be given to you ahead of
time.)

Any profits will be donatedto MN Indian Women’s Resource Center, 2300 15th Avenue South,
Mpls, MN 55404

CEUs or College Credit:Depending on your profession, you may receive up to 20 Continuing
Education Units (CEUs) (depending on more for the groups, including the Ethics requirement.)
CEU forms to submit to your boards are available from Irene. Check with your board to confirm
your board’s particular requirements for topic acceptance and CEU allotment for workshop
hours provided. College independent creditmay also be possible. Check with your educational
institution.

Provided:Throughout the training, you will receive handouts with definitions and concepts,
worksheets, articles, self-assessments, and an extensive resource bibliography.

General points about thistraining

(1) In this training(as with all of Irene’s workshops and trainings) our diversity is nurtured,
valued, and celebrated, including, though not limited to, the richness of our varying sexual,
affectional, gender, spiritual, racial, ethnic, class, age, educational, employment, size, ability,
and family configurations.

(2)Whyis this training awhite affinity training space?This program is designed for people of
European descent.

There are many training formats available for white people to address our whiteness and
anti-racism work. There are differing opinions about anti-racism trainings being taught by a white
trainer or being geared towards only white people. Based on my experiences of giving and
receiving anti-racism trainings in various configurations, I have found unique value for some
white people to do some of “their work” in a white affinity space format.

When white people “do our work”: When we white people do our educational work in white
affinity or white caucus spaces, we can more appropriately center the needs, experiences,
feelings, and perspectives of our whiteness. We are often more honest and vulnerable in
unpacking our conscious and unconscious internalization of white supremacy. We can directly
encourage ourselves and each other to shift to anti-racist and liberation-based insights and
practices. We can directly address our desire to be “the best white person,” “the best white ally,”
or “the most anti-racist.”

In white affinity spaces, we white people more honestly grapple with our inevitable
micro-aggressions and racial biases. We can address our stumbling reactions in the company of
other white people, i.e., over-apologizing, over-explaining, guilt, white tears, shame, anger,
blame, denial, etc. In these white spaces, we will not be able to look to BIPOC for permission,



forgiveness, education, responsibility, validation, or comfort. Doing our whiteness work together
may help reduce at least some of the pain and disrespect our unexplored whiteness may cause
BIPOC.

When we racial ally-intentioned white people develop supportive connections with similar white
people, we may more effectively process our white perfectionism, white exhaustion, mistakes,
and discomfort. We are often more open to examining our racial stereotypes and assumptions.
Together, we can claim the growth and liberation that come with accepting our anti-racist
responsibility and accountability.

A white affinity space offers white people an opportunity to muck around in our messiness, fear,
and upset. We have space to heal our inter-generational moral injury, guilt, shame, and loss.
Additionally, together we can learn to understand the roots of our white identity development
and increase appreciation for our own ethnic background. (Connecting with our European
ancestry often decreases white people’s tendency to appropriate BIPOC culture.)

Note: It is essential to understand that too much time in white-only spaces can keep us in a
safe, artificial allyship bubble. If we are protecting ourselves from taking risks, we are continuing
to center our whiteness. Being in only white spaces significantly reduces our potential to build
personal and professional relationships with people of the global majority. Additionally, it
minimizes potential professional and personal alliances in our commitment to decolonizing
mental health and social work and limits our agitating together for justice and liberation. True
allyship is a verb, not a noun.

(3) To white-passing helping professionals:please note this particular training may not be a fit for
you. Hopefully, the text below will explain why. Feel free to contact me to discuss.

First, I realize there are not many dedicated places for white-passing people to address how
race, racism, and white supremacy impact you. You may find this upcoming training to be of
interest and a better fit. Rysse Ellen Guzman organizes it: People of Complexity (POC):
Decolonizing Identity and Reclaiming Ancestral Wisdom.

There are a few reasons I ask white-presenting folks to contact me about why this particular
training may not be a good fit for you (or the other participants). I want you to be able to make
an informed decision. It may be helpful for you to know that the anti-racism trainings I do are not
just informative, factual, and academic in nature. They get personal, intense, and real,
especially those of this nature that are 20-hours long.

a. Meeting the needs of white-passing folks:This training is not designed to address the specific
needs of white-passing people who are working on their anti-racism issues. Because I am white
and there is no white-presenting or BIPOC co-presenter, I do not feel that I can adequately
provide the service, information, perspective, context, and experiences that may be most helpful
for people with “skin privilege.” While there is overlap in the anti-racism work for white and
white-passing people, there are important differences. I have done versions of this training to



multi-racial groups, with and without BIPOC co-trainers. Those trainings, however, are designed
for multi-cultural spaces and marketed that way.

b. Harm:the inevitable micro-aggressing (i.e., causing white supremacist-based harm in
real-time): This training will include participants talking and processing their specific racist
conscious and unconscious stereotypes and beliefs. (I welcome these types of frank
discussions. They are essential steps in white people doing this work.) This dialogue often
includes folks speaking, justifying, and grappling with racial micro-aggressions. These
comments may indirectly impact you or may even be directed at you. While most of these racist
statements will be “unintended,” they will still be racist. If (when) this happens, there would be
processing and efforts towards repair. However, I am concerned about the harm that may be
caused. (I realize racial micro-aggressions may be common experiences for you. Nonetheless,
in my consultation with my consultants and friends about the dynamics of a white affinity space,
the strong likelihood of unnecessary harm is the main reason they suggest that white-presenting
folks do not attend.)

c. White people often center their whiteness at the cost of the BIPOC and white-presenting
people: White people are very aware of color differences, even if the person is white-passing.
White people become very aware and conscious of the race dynamics. This often means that at
least some of the white people in this training will inevitably focus on white approval-seeking of
the co-participants who are multi-racial (i.e., “please validate me as one of the good white
people in this room”). They will also likely move into white protector / white savior mode. I have
concerns that these dynamics are not helpful or healing for BIPOC or multi-racial participants to
contend with, on top of you trying to do your work.

d. This training is marketed as a white affinity space. (I am aware that naming a space a
“whites-only” space may mirror decades of blatant exclusionary racism.) The white people who
are attending this training are expecting that the participants will all be white. There are reasons
this space is designed for whites of European descent. Some white people can unlearn their
racism in a multi-racial space. On the other hand, other white folks can do more in-depth and
more meaningful work in a white affinity space. In this work, I have noticed how white people
learn and grow differently. When non-white people are present, some white people inevitably
refrain from doing the deeper, more vulnerable (not fragility-based) anti-racist work required.]

My general thought is this training is not a good fit for white-passing people. However, you know
yourself and your needs. If you do, I support your choice to join. If you choose not to participate,
I will share all of the materials with you.

Respectfully, Irene Greene (I am happy to talk about other ways to view white affinity training
spaces. irene@irenegreene.com)

- The Emperor Has No Clothes: Teaching About Race and Racism to People Who Don’t Want to
Know by Tema Okun



- White Anti-Racism Affinity Groups: I Used to Be a Skeptic, But Now I’m an Evangelist (blog
post by Justin C. Cohen) http://www.justinccohen.com/blog/2016/10/28/white-affinity-groups

- Guide to Race-Based Affinity Groups (UUA Youth and Adult Ministries)
https://www.uua.org/sites/live-new.uua.org/files/race_based_affinity_groups.pdf

Definitions:

*LGBTQPIA+: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Pansexual, Intersex, Asexual /
LGBTQPI2SA+: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Pansexual, Intersex, Two-Spirit,
Asexual

**QBIPOC: Queer Black Indigenous and People of Color

Appendix 1: Topics, terms and concepts we will address of references during the 20-hours
include:

Decolonizing mental health and social work| white savior complex| The Pathology of Whiteness|
Inter-generational white moral injury| Characteristics of White Supremacy | Racial equity, racial
equality, racial justice | Racist, non-racist, and anti-racist | Impact over intention | White
Liberalism, “white lady” liberalism, white woman violence, white feminism , “white women’s
tears” | Cultural appropriation, appreciation, and assimilation | Whiteness, white-body privilege,
white violence, white gaze, white defensiveness, complacency and complacency, white fragility,
white entitlement | Being the “good white person,” performative allyship, earning allyship | White
fear, trauma, and our psycho-biology and brain science: flight, fight, freeze, fawnand face|
Dismantling the imperialist, white supremacist, capitalist, and patriarchal systems of oppression
| Healing Ethno-Central Trauma (HEART), Healing-Centered Engagement | Moving beyond
Trauma-Informed Care | Healing justice, racial justice, reparations | Intersectional feminism|
Professional ethics and personal values | The intersections of environmental justice, queer
justice, disability rights, women’s rights, gender justice, health justice, religions freedom, and
economic justice | Land acknowledgment | personal, cultural and systematic racism | Collective
liberalism and liberatory consciousness: Awareness, Analysis, Action, Accountable Ally-ship |
Complacency is Complicity| White racial identity development| Decentering whiteness, “calling
in” and “calling out” | Multi-culturalism, white humility,cultural humility| Defunding the police,
abolition, transformative justice, state violence, and the prison pipeline | White Queerness |
Colonization, imperialism, fascism, white nationalism | Systematic racism and COVID-19|
Anti-Blackness, transmisogyny, and the killing of trans women of color | Racial bias and
microaggression | Racial trauma, racial exhaustion, Black rage, and post-traumatic slave
syndrome | Why ally is a verb; not a noun.

Resources and references will include writings, bogs, speeches, art, videos, interviews,
research, concepts, papers, and trainings from QBIPOC, BIPOC, and non-BIPOC: Kay Cheng
Thom, Jennifer Mulan, Resmaa Menakem, Ijeoma Oluo, bell hooks, Rachel Cargle, Janet
Helms, Tema Okun, Kenneth Jones, Angela Davis, Cara Page, Malcolm X, Martin Luther King,
Pema Chodron, Mary Pender Greene, Paul Levine, Judy Ryde, Staci K. Haines, Megan R.

http://www.justinccohen.com/blog/2016/10/28/white-affinity-groups
https://www.uua.org/sites/live-new.uua.org/files/race_based_affinity_groups.pdf


Gerber, Tyler McKinnish, Claire Burgess, Colleen Sloan, Joy DeGruy, Tiffany Jana, Renee
Linklater, Jordan Flaherty, Ibram Kendi, Stephanie Jones-Rogers, Daina Ramey Berry, Kali
Nicole Grow, Ta-Nehisi Coates, Beverly Daniel Tatum, Lama Rod Owens, Robin DiAngelo,
Jennifer C. Nash, Layla F. Saad, Zeshan Mustafa,

Appendix B: Irene Greene MSED | Greene Growth & Training | Irene lives and works on
Anishinaabe land, which is commonly known as Minneapolis, MN

I am a European-American (Irish, German, and Roma Gypsy) cisgender older woman, an “out”
lesbian for over 35 years, a survivor, an intersectional feminist, a single parent by creative
means, an avid Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA) & MN Lynx Basketball fan, a
community organizer and activist. I hail from a small conservative Catholic farming community in
rural Minnesota. My mother was a schoolteacher, and my father was a farmer on land stolen
from the Anishinabe, the Indigenous people who originally lived in this part of the Midwest. I am
the third child of eight siblings. With all of their colliding lessons, these identities inform my
motivation and dedication to the services I provide and the communities I choose to
serve. — Irene

Irene has 29+ years as an individual and relationship therapist, positive psychology wellness
coach, activist, and educator. The majority of her clients identify as LGBTQ2SPIA+, BIPOC,
QBIPOC, social justice activists, and health and wellness professionals. Irene has facilitated
dozens of trainings on the topics of political trauma stress and oppression fatigue; compassion
fatigue, burnout, vicarious trauma, and resiliency; wellness during COVID-19, and anti-racist
allyship. Irene facilitates a support group for Twin Cities Executive Directors (EDs) of LGBTQ+,
HIV-AIDS & Social Justice Nonprofits. She is the Chair of the MN LGBTQ+ Therapists’ Network
and a psychological first-aid street medic trainer. Irene is a past member of the MN Women in
Psychology’s steering committee and the first Director of the UM-Twin Cities Aurora Sexual
Violence Program.

Specialized training and education

Transforming White Privilege Curriculum

Kente Circle Training Institute: http://www.kentecircle.com/KenteCircleTrainingInstitute.en.html

Reclaiming Our Humanity and Voices through PROTEST: Responding to Racial Trauma and
Violence by Kente Circle Training Institute — Fall Conference 2020

Order for A Communal Discourse: Embracing Racial Consciousness by Kente Circle Training
Institute — Fall Conference 2019

Keeping the Faith: In the Midst of Racial Oppression by Kente Circle Training Institute — Fall
Conference 2018

Healing in Community: Shifting the Burden of Dismantling Racism by Kente Circle Training
Institute — Fall Conference 2017

http://www.kentecircle.com/KenteCircleTrainingInstitute.en.html


Advanced Equity Skills for Clinicians by Rebecca Davis and Shea Lowery Anti-Racist
Trauma-Informed Careby artic LLC (Anti-Racist Trauma-Informed Care)

Movement Trauma Healer Training Program, School of Global Citizenry
https://schoolofglobalcitizenry.com/courses/movement-trauma-healer-certification-program-level
-1-practitioner-training/

Understanding Movement Trauma for HealersTRACC (Trauma Response and Crisis Care) 4
Movements by Teresa Mateus
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-cycle-of-movement-trauma-understanding-movement-trauma-f
or-healers-tickets-108918403878#

Racial Traumaby Lilian Daz, American Psychologists Association

White People Confronting Racism20-hour training by Training for Change
https://www.trainingforchange.org/

Multi-cultural Awareness and Diversity: Strategies to Advance Rapport and Cultural
Competencyby Lambers Fisher

A Therapists’ Path for Exploring Implicit Bias and Racial
Traumahttps://therapywisdom.com/a-therapists-path/with Janina Fisher, Debra Chatman-Finley,
and Gliceria Pérez

White Fragility and White-Body Supremacyby Resmaa Menakem
https://www.resmaa.com/aboutand Robin DiAngelo https://www.robindiangelo.com/

Journey to Allyshipby Catrice Jackson http://www.catriceology.com/

Training the Trainer Anti-Racism Projectfor nonprofit programs of MN Coalition of Battered
Women and MN Coalition Against Sexual Assault Services

Post-Graduate Certificate in Positive Psychology Well-Being Coaching, (PPWBC) National
Board Certification Training Program, College of Executive Coaching

Master of Science in Education Degree with a concentration in Guidance and Counseling:
Community Counseling & Counseling Women from the University of Wisconsin-Superior’s
Guidance and Counseling Program of the Educational Leadership Department, Clinical Mental
Health Counseling Track, Highest Honors

Appendix C- Registration que: Answering these questions is part of the registration process.
Brief answers are welcome. Understandably, some concepts may be unfamiliar. That’s okay.
These questions will give you a window into our discussion topics. Hopefully, your answers will
offer you clarity about where you are and hope to be in your personal and professional journey
of unlearning racism and decolonizing your work. Your answers will also help me get to know
you and ensure this training is a good fit. — Thank you. Irene

https://schoolofglobalcitizenry.com/courses/movement-trauma-healer-certification-program-level-1-practitioner-training/
https://schoolofglobalcitizenry.com/courses/movement-trauma-healer-certification-program-level-1-practitioner-training/
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-cycle-of-movement-trauma-understanding-movement-trauma-for-healers-tickets-108918403878#
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-cycle-of-movement-trauma-understanding-movement-trauma-for-healers-tickets-108918403878#
https://www.trainingforchange.org/
https://therapywisdom.com/a-therapists-path/
https://www.resmaa.com/about
https://www.robindiangelo.com/
http://www.catriceology.com/


1. Please share a bit about yourself, i.e., gender and sexual identities? You live where? Your
helping profession? If you know, include your ethnic background (your European ancestry).

2. This is a 20-hour training and is capped at about 15 people. It is designed this way to aid in
fostering participant connection and trust-building. It is expected that participants attend the full
20 hours and attend with the intention of openness to learn, participate, and share. What will
make this easy or challenging for you?

3. This training is designed as a white affinity space, i.e., for people of European-descent. (See
the statement above “Why is this training a white affinity space?” and “To White Passing Helping
Professionals.”) We white people can often do “our work” in more honest and open ways when
we are in the company of other white people. We can also address our whiteness, racial
stereotypes, and racist beliefs without causing harm to BIPOC. When we white people are doing
our anti-racism work, we often become self-protective and defensive. This can show up as fear,
denial, anger, competition, discomfort, guilt, dissociation, blame, or shame. When you do your
whiteness work, which of these reactions are you likely to have?

4. What are you hoping to gain from your participation?

5. What concerns, if any, do you have about participating?

6. Participants will be at different places in our understanding of racism, our whiteness, white
supremacy, anti-racism, decolonization, and liberation. How will this be for you?

7. What is a race-related issue you grapple with? (i.e., guilt, looting during protests, blue lives
matter, slavery, defunding the police, talking with white clients or family about race, talking with
BIPOC / QBIPOC clients about race, police at Pride)

8. This training is specifically designed for white helping professionals who identify as
LGBTQPIA+? (I do offer other similar trainings that are open to all genders and sexual
identities.) As a person who is LGBTQPIA+, is it helpful to you to participate in this training with
only other LGBTQPIA+ participants? Why or why not?

9. What do you see are the differences and similarities between being a white LGBTQPIA+
person and a Black Indigenous or person of color (BIPOC) who is also LGBTQPIA+ (QBIPOC)?

10. At the end of the 20-hour training, do you want a CEU certificate of attendance for you to
submit to your board? (Please check with your board to see how many credits they will confirm.)



-Seminar on ‘Decolonising Psychiatric Research’

For the second talk of our series “Racism and Mental Health: How to be an anti-racist mental
health researcher”, we welcome speakers Professor Frank Keating, a Professor of Social Work
and Mental Health in the Department of Social Work at Royal Holloway University of London,
and Rianna Walcott, a PhD candidate at Kings College London.

They’ll be covering topics like the barriers to accessing mental healthcare, as well as the need
for culturally competent research that accounts for variance in lived experience.

https://livpsych.wordpress.com/how-to-be-an-anti-racist-mental-health-researcher/
https://livpsych.wordpress.com/how-to-be-an-anti-racist-mental-health-researcher/


We also welcome Jacob Diggle, the Head of Strategy & Insight and the charity ‘Mind’, to provide
a response from their organisation to what is said.

Frank Keating is a Professor of Social Work and Mental Health in the Department of Social
Work at Royal Holloway University of London. His main research interests are ethnicity, gender,
ageing and mental health, particularly focusing on African and Caribbean communities. He has
recently completed a National Institute for Health Research funded study to investigate socially
oriented approaches to mental health recovery for African and Caribbean men. Amongst his
writing, he co-edited a text on Mental Health in a Multi-Ethnic Society with Suman Fernando.
Frank is a strong advocate for racial equality in mental health services through his writing,
teaching and public speaking.

Rianna Walcott (she/her) is an LAHP-funded PhD candidate at Kings College London
researching Black women’s identity formation in digital spaces, and a graduate twiceover from
the University of Edinburgh. She co-founded projectmyopia.com, a website that promotes
inclusivity in academia and a decolonised curriculum. She frequently writes about feminism,
mental health, race and literature for publications including The Wellcome Collection, The Metro,
The Guardian, The BBC, Vice, and Dazed. Rianna is co-editor of an anthology about BAME
mental health — The Colour of Madness, and in the time left over she moonlights as a
professional jazz singer.Rianna will be speaking under the title “Banana-Leaf Poultices: Black
British Attitudes to Healthcare and Medication”.

Jacob Diggle is the Head of Strategy & Insight at the charity ‘Mind ‘. Jacob oversees Mind’s
research, evaluation, and strategy development work. He has recently led the development of
Mind’s new strategy, which will be launched in May 2021. He has over a decade of experience
as a social researcher — specialising in mental health & housing.

At our first webinar “Racism in Mental Health” in June 2020, we invited three speakers to reveal
the ways and extent to which institutional racism is embedded in mental health practice across
the world. From what was said, it is clear that the issues at hand remain vast, and that much
needs to be done to correct these issues and take steps towards equality (to view the
recordings and slides from the event, see
https://livpsych.wordpress.com/racism-and-mental-health-event-resources/).

The conversations specifically raised a plethora of issues which exist within mental health
research, the body of work and evidence which informs and underpins all of practice. This
research then feeds back into the system of practice and further inquiry, perpetuating a
seemingly unbreakable cycle. To penetrate deeply entrenched racism within the structures of
mental health practice, it is clear that tackling racism within research is paramount.

For this new, series of events, entitled “How to become an anti-racist mental health researcher”,
LivPsych has teamed up with The McPin Foundation and the Mental Elf blog to bring you a talk
a month, each with different speakers, which focus on tackling racism in mental health research.
Taking place live on Zoom, the series will culminate in a large-scale discussion in June 2021,
one year on from our initial event, to discuss progress and directions for the future. We hope

https://livpsych.wordpress.com/racism-and-mental-health-event-resources/


that the series will not only serve as primarily informative, but also as an open space to ask
questions, challenge our ideas and collaborate on creating achievable and sustainable goals.

We would like to invite participants to prepare questions to ask our speakers as part of the
discussion. Please either contact us on social media or email us at
livpsych@society.liverpoolguild.org to submit your question or comment.

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/decolonising-psychiatric-research-an-agenda-for-change-tickets-
135964723147?fbclid=IwAR3GEXpeanlC5E71E2RiL2wUQh02y0cHOB7ZOnVc2MJqik6i3ZOlzu
7E_qw

Seminar on ‘Understanding Racism and Anti-Racist Practice’

The training is aimed at Professionals in Criminal Justice, Education, Health, Children's
Services and Community.

An interactive online webinar enabling teaching professionals to deal with issues
relating to racism and how to promote anti-racist practice.
Delegates will take part in a thought provoking discussion as well as having the
opportunity to raise their own concerns and have these addressed.
The training aims to

● Explore racism and power dynamics

● Explore white privilege and white fragility
● Explore the barriers to promoting equality and tackling racism
● Enable delegates to recognise racist incidents and explore how to respond to

them most effectively
● Encourage participants to embed and engage in anti-racist practice.

Craig Pinkney is a Criminologist, Urban Youth Specialist, PhD Researcher, Founder and
Director of Solve: The Centre for Youth Violence and Conflict. Craig is acknowledged as
one of the UK's leading thinkers/doers in responding to Gangs and Serious Youth
Violence. He is an JNC qualified Youth Worker with over 16 years of experience as an
Outreach Worker, Transformational Speaker, Gang Exit Strategist, Advisor, Mediator,
Mentor and Filmmaker.

Seminar on ‘Decolonising Psychiatric Research: Part 2’

For the second talk of our series “Racism and Mental Health: How to be an anti-racist
mental health researcher”, we welcome speakers Professor Frank Keating, a Professor

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/decolonising-psychiatric-research-an-agenda-for-change-tickets-135964723147?fbclid=IwAR3GEXpeanlC5E71E2RiL2wUQh02y0cHOB7ZOnVc2MJqik6i3ZOlzu7E_qw
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/decolonising-psychiatric-research-an-agenda-for-change-tickets-135964723147?fbclid=IwAR3GEXpeanlC5E71E2RiL2wUQh02y0cHOB7ZOnVc2MJqik6i3ZOlzu7E_qw
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/decolonising-psychiatric-research-an-agenda-for-change-tickets-135964723147?fbclid=IwAR3GEXpeanlC5E71E2RiL2wUQh02y0cHOB7ZOnVc2MJqik6i3ZOlzu7E_qw
https://livpsych.wordpress.com/how-to-be-an-anti-racist-mental-health-researcher/
https://livpsych.wordpress.com/how-to-be-an-anti-racist-mental-health-researcher/


of Social Work and Mental Health in the Department of Social Work at Royal Holloway
University of London, and Rianna Walcott, a PhD candidate at Kings College London.

They’ll be covering topics like the barriers to accessing mental healthcare, as well as the
need for culturally competent research that accounts for variance in lived experience.

Frank Keating is a Professor of Social Work and Mental Health in the Department of
Social Work at Royal Holloway University of London. His main research interests are
ethnicity, gender, ageing and mental health, particularly focusing on African and
Caribbean communities. He has recently completed a National Institute for Health
Research funded study to investigate socially oriented approaches to mental health
recovery for African and Caribbean men. Amongst his writing, he co-edited a text on
Mental Health in a Multi-Ethnic Society with Suman Fernando. Frank is a strong
advocate for racial equality in mental health services through his writing, teaching and
public speaking.

Rianna Walcott (she/her) is an LAHP-funded PhD candidate at Kings College London
researching Black women's identity formation in digital spaces, and a graduate
twiceover from the University of Edinburgh. She co-founded projectmyopia.com, a
website that promotes inclusivity in academia and a decolonised curriculum. She
frequently writes about feminism, mental health, race and literature for publications
including The Wellcome Collection, The Metro, The Guardian, The BBC, Vice, and Dazed.
Rianna is co-editor of an anthology about BAME mental health - The Colour of Madness,
and in the time left over she moonlights as a professional jazz singer.

Rianna will be speaking under the title "Banana-Leaf Poultices: Black British Attitudes to
Healthcare and Medication".

Jacob Diggle is the Head of Strategy & Insight at the charity 'Mind '. Jacob oversees
Mind's research, evaluation, and strategy development work. He has recently led the
development of Mind's new strategy, which will be launched in May 2021. He has over a
decade of experience as a social researcher - specialising in mental health & housing.

Read more about the series below:

At our first webinar “Racism in Mental Health” in June 2020, we invited three speakers to
reveal the ways and extent to which institutional racism is embedded in mental health
practice across the world. From what was said, it is clear that the issues at hand remain
vast, and that much needs to be done to correct these issues and take steps towards



equality (to view the recordings and slides from the event, see
https://livpsych.wordpress.com/racism-and-mental-health-event-resources/).

The conversations specifically raised a plethora of issues which exist within mental
health research, the body of work and evidence which informs and underpins all of
practice. This research then feeds back into the system of practice and further inquiry,
perpetuating a seemingly unbreakable cycle. To penetrate deeply entrenched racism
within the structures of mental health practice, it is clear that tackling racism within
research is paramount.

https://livpsych.wordpress.com/racism-and-mental-health-event-resources/

